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1.0
Introduction
Alan Baxter Ltd have been appointed by the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea (RBKC) to
undertake a study of options for the location of a planned bridge over the Great Western Mainline
(GWM) and its associated approach structures. The bridge will link the Canalside site to the north of the
tracks with the North Pole Depot site to the south and must accommodate the significant levels changes
between the two sites.
The Canalside and North Pole Depot sites together form the Kensal Canalside Opportunity Area, which
has a housing allocation of 3,500 homes within the London Plan. The London Plan acknowledges that to
achieve this quantum of development public transport accessibility must be improved and the barrier
posed by the railway addressed in order to fully integrate development into existing neighbourhoods.
To this end various studies have been commissioned by both RBKC and Transport for London (TfL) to
investigate different transport interventions in order to deliver housing. In 2008 Kevin Murray Associates
were commissioned by RBKC to consider the feasibility of the Kensal Canalside site as a location for large
scale development, which concluded that significant transport investment was required in order to
unlock the site1. In 2013 Alan Baxter Ltd (ABA) were commissioned by RBKC to undertake a study of
potential bridge locations across the GWM and Grand Union Canal2. Steer Davies Gleave (SDG) were
commissioned by TfL in 2015 to undertake a high level study of the highway and public transport
interventions needed in order to accommodate up to 4,000 homes and an extended Sainsbury’s in a
scenario where a Crossrail station is not provided on the site3. In 2016 RBKC commissioned Peter Brett
Associates (PBA) to develop a package of transport interventions to optimise development potential for
the Kensal Canalside Opportunity Area and to inform a Development Infrastructure Fund4.
This report takes into account the work completed by SDG and PBA, as well as the operational
requirements of Network Rail (NR), Crossrail and Sainsbury’s and also considers the key implications of a
potential additional safeguarded zone by Network Rail to widen the existing rail corridor within the North
Pole Depot site.
This report updates the 2013 ABA report and defines the maximum eastern and western extents within
which a bridge can be located given current constraints and based on updated topographical information.
Within this feasible range three options are considered, each with different bridge functions. The first
option tests a general access road bridge. This option is based on the work undertaken by SDG and PBA
and relies upon the provision of substantial new highway infrastructure across the Kensal Canalside sites.
We believe that some of the assumptions that underpin this earlier work have resulted in the volume of
traffic for the Kensal Canalside development being overestimated and that an alternative approach is
possible that reduces the scale of infrastructure required, particularly on the North Pole Depot site with
more appropriate assumptions. Therefore two additional bridge options are considered. One that
provides bus and emergency vehicle access and one that provides pedestrian and cycle access.
This report, along with the earlier studies described above, will inform a development framework for the
Kensal Canalside Opportunity Area.

1

Kevin Murray Associates, 2008: Kensal Canalside Pre-Feasibility Study
Alan Baxter Ltd, 2013: Kensal Gasworks Bridge Feasibility Study
3
Steer Davies Gleave, 2015: Kensal Canalside – Transport Options Feasibility Study
4
Peter Brett Associates, 2016: Kensal Canalside & North Pole Transport Study
2
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2.0
Background
2.1 Location
The Kensal Canalside Opportunity Area is a 20 hectare site located towards the northern boundary
of RBKC. It is composed of two sites with the Canalside site bounded to the north by the Grand
Union Canal and to the south by the GWM. The North Pole Deport site is bounded by the GWM to
the north and existing residential neighbourhoods to the south. The site location is shown in Figure
1.
Figure 1: Site location (source: Steer Davies Gleave, 2015: Kensal Canalside – Transport
Options Feasibility Study)
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2.2 Land Ownership
The site is in multiple ownerships as shown in Figure 2. The Canalside site to the north of the GWM
is in six ownerships, including National Grid, Ballymore and Sainsbury’s. The North Pole Depot site
south of the GWM is owned by the DfT.
Figure 2: Land ownership (source: RBKC)

The North Pole Depot was used as the London depot for the Eurostar fleet, before the terminus
moved to Kings Cross St Pancras and the depot moved to Stratford. The eastern section of the site
forming part of the Kensal Canalside Opportunity Area is currently vacant.
On the Canalside site the National Grid land has been partly developed to provide head houses in
relation to the London Power Tunnels with the remainder retaining gasometers. The Sainsbury’s
land is currently occupied by a large Sainsbury’s store with the Ballymore land used as a rail related
construction compound.

2.3 Previous Kensal Canalside Masterplan
Sainsbury’s and Ballymore are working together to progress development proposals for the
Canalside site. In 2013 they commissioned Allies and Morrison to develop a masterplan (Figure 3) for
the site. This developed proposals RBKC consulted upon within a 2012 Issues and Options paper.
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Figure 3: Allies and Morrison 2013 Masterplan
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This 2013 masterplan included the whole Kensal Canalside site and assumed a road bridge would be
provided over the GWM along with three pedestrian and cycle bridges, two over the Grand Union
Canal and one over the GWM. The proposals included around 3,500 homes as well as an enlarged
supermarket.
It is understood that Sainsbury’s and Ballymore are continuing to develop masterplan proposals for
the northern Canalside site although no detailed proposals have been made available. As discussed
in Section 4.7 Sainsbury’s and Ballymore have set out their preferred westernmost limit for any new
bridge over the GWM.
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3.0
Movement
The movement characteristics of the Kensal Canalside site have been considered in detail in the
reports highlighted above and therefore a detailed analysis is not provided in this report. The main
issues previously identified relate to the barriers to movement represented by the GWM and Grand
Union Canal. These barriers result in the creation of two large ‘island’ sites with single points of
access to the highway network and poor public transport accessibility. As acknowledged in the
London Plan, the key to unlocking the development potential of the site is to overcome these
barriers in order to improve access to public transport and to better integrate the site into
surrounding residential neighbourhoods.
The PBA study investigated the key transport interventions required to unlock development of the
Kensal Canalside site. The measures identified in their report include:
•
•
•
•
•

Kensal Portobello Crossrail Station
Improved access to the highway network
Pedestrian and cycle crossings over the Grand Union Canal
A crossing over the GWM to link the northern and southern development sites
Improved bus access

These interventions are shown in Figure 4 and are described in more detail below. The PBA study
was based on the Allies and Morrison masterplan described in Section 2.3. A key principle for this
study is that the location of a bridge over the GWM must not preclude delivery of these
interventions.
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Figure 4: Summary of PBA transport interventions

3.1 Kensal Portobello Crossrail Station
The Crossrail station would provide a significantly improved Public Transport Accessibility Level
(PTAL) through providing a high frequency rail connection in the centre of the site. The existing site
has a PTAL range from good (score of 5) at its eastern edge (due to high frequency bus services) to
very poor (score 0) to the west (Figure 5). The Provision of a Crossrail station and bridge results in
PTAL increasing across the site from an average of 2.23 to 2.63, with a far larger proportion of the
site benefitting from PTAL 3 to 5 (Figure 6).
NR has considered how a Crossrail station could be provided on the Canalside site and their
arrangement is shown on SK 01 in Appendix A. It should be noted that the station proposal is still
under discussion and has not received formal approval. If the Crossrail station were not to come
forward alternative measures to improve PTAL and wider connectivity to the site would need to be
considered. These include the measures identified by PBA and set out above.
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Figure 5: Existing PTAL (source: Peter Brett Associates, 2016: Kensal Canalside &
North Pole Transport Study)

Figure 6: PTAL with Crossrail and GWM bridge (source: Peter Brett Associates, 2016:
Kensal Canalside & North Pole Transport Study)
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3.2 Improved Highway Access
The PBA report concluded that the following highway infrastructure interventions were required:
•
•
•

Realigning Barlby Road to the west of Ladbrook Grove to create a signalised three arm
junction (probably requiring the acquisition of third party land).
Realigning Kensal Road to create a signalised four arm junction (requiring the acquisition of
third party land)
In the absence of measures to reduce traffic levels, the provision of wide highway cross
sections of around 19.75m in the North Pole Depot site. This would have a significant impact
on developable land as well as on the quality of the urban environment

The PBA preferred highway scheme is included in SK02 in Appendix A. We believe that the level of
highway infrastructure required could be significantly reduced, particularly on the North Pole Depot
site, if more appropriate assumptions are made as described below.
The trip rate assumptions used in the PBA study were carried over from the work undertaken by
SDG. These trip rates were applied to an enlarged supermarket, as proposed by Sainsbury’s in the
Allies and Morrison masterplan, along with potential development of us to 3,500 homes. More
recent surveys of the existing Sainsbury’s supermarket and additional analysis of the trip generation
of enlarged supermarkets, undertaken by WSP │ Parsons Brinkerhoﬀ on behalf of Sainsbury’s and
Ballymore, suggest that the trip rates used were overly robust and therefore that the trips generated
by an enlarged supermarket would be substantially lower (see Paragraph 4.9). The WSP │ Parsons
Brinkerhoff work also notes that the proposed new supermarket being developed by Sainsbury’s is
likely to be around 39% larger than the existing store, rather than the 58% assumed by PBA.
In addition, the PBA report included a scenario where most buses along Ladbroke Grove would be
diverted through the site, entering from Barlby Road and exiting onto Ladbroke Grove. The diversion
of a significant number of bus services through the site is unlikely either to be necessary or
supported by TfL. The PBA report acknowledges that this scenario was tested as a worst case (see
Section 3.4).
The potential reduction in scale of highway infrastructure is considered in more detail in Section 5.

3.3 Crossings over the Grand Union Canal
Two pedestrian and cycle crossings were considered within the PBA report from the Canalside site
(see Figure 4). These links provide a significant improvement to PTAL by reducing the walking
distance to Kensal Green station from around 1,300m (16 minutes walk) to 840m (11 minutes walk).
As set out in the PBA report average PTAL increases from 2.63 (including a Crossrail station) to 3.01
across the site with the new bridges (Figure 7).
With the bridges in place Kensal Green would be substantially closer than Ladbroke Grove (1,400m /
18 minutes walk), which is the next nearest station. The journey time from Kensal Green into central
London is also quicker at 21 minutes to Piccadilly Circus and 26 minutes for Ladbroke Grove. Based
on Census 2011 data for North Kensington5 it is likely that around 55% of residents would travel east
into or through central London to work, with around 21% working within RBKC and 8% within
5

Made up of the following Mid Layer Super Output Areas - E02000577 : Kensington and Chelsea 001; E02000578 : Kensington and Chelsea
002; E02000579 : Kensington and Chelsea 003; E02000580 : Kensington and Chelsea 004; E02000581 : Kensington and Chelsea
005; E02000582 : Kensington and Chelsea 006 and E02000583 : Kensington and Chelsea 007.
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Hammersmith and Fulham. Therefore the bridges are an important component of improving PTAL,
particularly if a Crossrail station does not come forward.
The bridges also help better integrate the site into surrounding neighbourhoods, as well as giving
good access to the green space of Kensal Cemetery.
It is important to note however that the bridge landings within the cemetery and the treatment of
the routes through it would be highly sensitive. Furthermore, the routes are only likely to be
attractive during daylight hours, which limit the PTAL benefits.

Figure 7: PTAL with Crossrail and Grand Union Canal bridges (source: Peter Brett
Associates, 2016: Kensal Canalside & North Pole Transport Study)

3.4 Improved Bus Access
The PBA report considered a range of bus access scenarios. A full ‘do maximum’ bus access option
was assessed where most buses (seven routes) are routed through the site from Ladbroke Grove
with a frequency of 49bph in each direction. This requires substantial highway infrastructure, as
shown in PBA’s preferred scheme. A medium ‘do something’ option was assessed that diverted four
services through the site and results in 28bph in each direction. A ‘do minimum’ option was also
assessed where two routes were diverted with a frequency of 15bph in each direction.
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Assuming for each scenario that Crossrail and the GWM bridged is provided, the impacts of the bus
options on PTAL are set out in Table 1.
Table 1: Average PTAL scores for the PBA bus and bridge option scenarios

Do Maximum
Do Something
Do Minimum

Without Grand Union Canal bridges
PTAL 3.17
PTAL 2.94
PTAL 2.66

With Grand Union Canal bridges
PTAL 3.55
PTAL 3.32
PTAL 3.03

This assessment demonstrates that the ‘do maximum’ scenario provides significantly improved PTAL
in comparison to the ‘do minimum’ scenario. The assessment also underlines the significant positive
impact that pedestrian and cycle connections over the Grand Union Canal bridge have on PTAL, with
a bus option that delivers 15bph achieving a similar PTAL with the bridges as a 49bph scenario
without the bridges.
The PTAL maps for each bus scenario, including Crossrail, the GWM and Grand Union Canal bridges
are shown in Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10.

Figure 8: PTAL with Do Maximum bus scenario and Grand Union Canal bridges (source:
Peter Brett Associates, 2016: Kensal Canalside & North Pole Transport Study)
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Figure 9: PTAL with Do Something bus scenario and Grand Union Canal bridges (source:
Peter Brett Associates, 2016: Kensal Canalside & North Pole Transport Study)

Figure 10: PTAL with Do Minimum bus scenario and Grand Union Canal bridges (source:
Peter Brett Associates, 2016: Kensal Canalside & North Pole Transport Study)
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An additional bus option that was considered in the SDG report was for a connection to be made to
Old Oak Common via Scrubs Lane. This option would involve securing access over land outside the
scope of this project. Old Oak Common will significantly change patterns of travel demand in the
area and therefore improved connections to it from the site will be essential, particularly if a new
Crossrail station is not provided. Therefore the need to provide for future connections from the
North Pole Depot site to Scrubs Lane must be accommodated with any new bridge over the GWM.
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4.0 Key Constraints
In determining the potential range of locations for a new bridge over the GWM the following
constraints have been taken into account.

4.1 Topography and Geology
Topographical surveys of the site were provided by Sainsbury’s for the Canalside site and by NR for
the GWM and North Pole Depot site. These were combined to create a topographical record for the
whole site. A typical section drawn across the site is shown in 1521/42/SK03 in Appendix B. This
shows the assumed original ground profile which increases from approximately 20 - 21m AOD in the
south to approximately 33m AOD in the North (indicated by the dashed line). The railway and the
canal have then been partially cut into this slope, with the canal following the contour of the land at
approximate 30m AOD.
The geological map and BGS borehole data in Drawing 1521/41/SK04 & SK05 in Appendix B show
that the site geology generally consists of a fairly uniform layer of made ground approximately 1m to
2m thick over a deep layer of London Clay approximately 109m deep. In the south of the site where
the railway cutting has been formed, excavated material has probably been used to build up the
levels on the depot site. Consequently deeper layers of made ground approximately 2m to 5m thick
occur here.
Some local variations in ground conditions occur in areas where there are man-made features such
as retaining walls and buried services. The new bridge structures will need to be founded below the
fills and within the London Clay.

4.2 Services Information
A Statutory Services Search has been carried out in order to ascertain the position and nature of
services within the study area. A compiled summary of services that cross the site is shown in
Drawing 1521/42/SK06 in Appendix B. Of particular relevance to development of the Kensal
Canalside and North Pole Depot sites are the following services:
•
•
•

Services along the edge of the GWM.
An underground sewer running north south across the gasworks site and under the railway
and east west along the length of the depot site.
London Power Tunnels.

The services alongside the GWM comprise of TV and internet cables and could be diverted if
necessary. The underground sewer runs under the GWM and the old North Pole Depot site in a brick
egg culvert approximately 1.2m by 0.8m. Access will need to be maintained to the underground
sewer culvert or the sewer will need to be diverted. Maintaining access to the sewer will introduce
further constraints to the layout of the road and buildings on the southern site. Diverting the sewer
would have significant cost implications.
The strategy in relation to the sewer should be explored further with NR in order to understand how
it would be affected by their potential increased safeguarding zone on the south side of the track
bed (see section 4.3). Discussions should then be had with Thames Water to determine the
feasibility and likely cost of diverting the sewer to suit a proposed masterplan layout on the North
Pole site.
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In addition to these there are restrictions on the west end of the Canalside site relating to London
Power Tunnels and gas infrastructure. Two London Power Tunnels pass through the site, with one
broadly following the path of the Grand Union Canal and the second passing under the GWM. The
tunnels connect with ventilation shafts with associated head houses, west of the gasometers on the
Canalside site.

4.3 Existing Rail Lines and Future Safeguarding
At present the GWM railway cutting on the site accommodates the railway lines serving the 13
platforms at Paddington mainline station. These also provide access to the Inter-City Express (IEP)
Depot located to the west and will soon serve Crossrail. As such this part of the line is relatively
congested and susceptible to disruption.
Towards the western end of the site the southernmost railway lines rise up on an embankment to
cross the other lines via a bridge. This is known as the ‘Engine and Carriage line’. Historically it is
understood that this bridge accommodated two lines. Any new bridge crossing the GWM needs to
be located east of the point where the Engine and Carriage line rises in order to ensure a
manageable transition between the level of the bridge deck and surrounding land.
In order to increase the resilience of GWM connections into Paddington NR have set out a potential
plan to provide a new relief line into the station by reinstating the second line on the ‘Engine and
Carriage Line’ bridge to the west of the site. In order to accommodate this new line the existing IEP
access would need to be locally slewed to the south in the vicinity of the site. To accommodate these
proposals NR has advised that they would require up to an additional strip of land on the North Pole
Depot site to be safeguarded taken as a maximum of 23m from the existing IEP lines. This would
have a significant impact on the site, reducing its maximum width from about 62m to 50m at its
western end, from around 70m to 52m where a bridge would join the site from the north and from
40m to 23m at its narrowest point to the west of the new bridge. This would create significant
additional challenges for developing the site. It is noted that this additional zone has not yet been
safeguarded by NR and it is possible that they will not require it in the future.
On the northern side of the railway cutting NR have set out plans to provide a new depot line and
track level maintenance access road in order to accommodate a new station at Kensal Portobello.
This would require the existing retaining wall to be moved north by around 6m. If the station was
not built, these works would not be required.
1521/42/SK07 in Appendix B summarises the areas on the site that NR currently use and the
additional areas which may be safeguarded in the future. These constraints have been considered in
determining the potential bridge locations.

4.4 Network Rail Vertical Clearances
NR have determined that in order to provide flexibility for future works any structure over their lines
should provide at least 6.1m clearance from rail level. NR has indicated that the IEP lines could
accommodate a slightly lower clearance from rail level of 5.8m. NR have provided a drawing which
indicates that if a bridge is provided in the location they have indicated the bridge deck would be set
at 31.5m AOD once an allowance has been made for the depth of the bridge and the required track
clearances. The bridge location and constraints suggested by NR are shown in drawing
1521/42/SK01 in Appendix A. It is noted that the existing track bed falls at around 1:275 to the east.
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The modest fall of the track bed is not significant in terms of the deck level of the bridge given the
feasible range described in Section 4.13.

4.5 Kensal Portobello Crossrail station
RBKC are seeking to secure a Crossrail station on the Kensal Canalside site and the Crossrail tracks
have been ‘plain-lined’ in order to allow the Crossrail platforms to be provided if the station is
provided. NR has indicated a potential location of the Crossrail platforms and station building (see
drawing 1521/42/SK01 in Appendix A).
NR’s proposal indicates that the Crossrail station is connected to the new bridge in order to provide
good connectivity to north and south. Furthermore the NR drawing assumes that an intermediate
support to the bridge passing over the railway would be located on the new Crossrail platform and
that access to the platform could be provided from the bridge.
Further design work will be required for NR to finalise the range of feasible positions for a new
platform. It is understood that NR have indicated that there is likely to be some scope to move it
further to the east, subject to detailed design considerations, which may better suit the desires of
the landowners on the Canalside site.
If it is not feasible to move the platform sufficiently far to the east to suit the Canalside site, it may
be possible to deliver the bridge independently of a new station. In this scenario it is possible that
additional slewing of the existing lines would be required to provide sufficient offset from a central
bridge support structure if required. Discussions would be required with NR to determine the
feasibility of this option.

4.6 Consideration of Future Maintenance Liabilities
The bridge structure and supports would be maintained by NR, along with boundary fences onto the
rail corridor and any other structures that interface with the railway.
It is assumed that the new street created within the North Pole Depot site would be adopted by
RBKC as public highway. If this is the case then the street and its supporting structure would be
maintained by RBKC. Where the street passes over the GWM it is likely that RBKC would be
responsible for maintenance of the road surface with responsibility for the bridge structure resting
with NR.

4.7 Kensal Canalside Masterplan
The redevelopment of the Canalside site will include a new Sainsbury’s store. This would be located
to the west of the existing store in order to ensure the existing supermarket can remain open during
construction. The need to accommodate this new supermarket is therefore an important
determining factor when considering the alignment of any new bridge.
Although the detailed location of a new supermarket and associated road network has not been
finalised, a boundary has been proposed by the landowners that describes their preferred
westernmost point for any new bridge. This boundary is shown in 1521/42/SK08 in Appendix B. The
boundary is significantly further east than the rising tracks of the Engine and Carriageway line, which
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represents the westernmost constraint for a new bridge location in engineering terms (see Section
4.3).
The proposals for Crossrail have assumed that the bridge structure accommodate both a connection
to the station and a support for the bridge. The Sainsbury’s boundary would not allow a bridge to
connect to a new Crossrail station in the location indicated by NR or for the bridge to be supported
within the area plain-lined for the Crossrail platform. This creates a tension between the proposed
Crossrail station location and a replacement supermarket. The final size and location of the
replacement supermarket will need careful consideration in collaboration with NR in the context of
Crossrail and the arrangement of the new street on the North Pole Depot.

4.8 Gradient
As discussed in Section 4.4 the deck level of any bridge over the GWM would be set at around 31.5m
AOD and possibly slightly lower if the bridge is located further east than the location indicated by
NR. The ground level at Barlby Road, where any new street would need to connect, is between
21.2m and 21.8m AOD. This represents a change in level of up to 10.3m between the bridge landing
point and the existing highway at Barlby Road. In order to ensure that the new street created on the
North Pole Depot site is attractive for pedestrians and cyclists a gradient no greater than 5% (1:20)
should be provided. This reflects guidance in Manual for Streets 26. Ideally a shallower gradient than
this would be adopted, closer to 3% (1:33). Given the constraints imposed, particularly the
Sainsbury’s preferred boundary, this shallower gradient cannot be achieved.
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges7contains guidance in relation to the acceptable gradients
of junctions. This recommends that junctions are located on level ground and that approach
gradients should not exceed 2% (1:50) with a level section of 15m in advance of the junction. This
guidance relates primarily to the trunk road network and is concerned with the dangers of drivers
approaching a trunk road on a minor road and wrongly perceiving the junction form ahead. The
more urban and slow speed setting of new junctions within the North Pole Depot site suggest that a
relaxation of this standard is appropriate. Nonetheless it has been assumed as part of this study that
there should be a distance of at least 15m where the gradient does not exceed 2% (1:50) in advance
of any new junction.
Taking into account the need to maintain a maximum gradient of 5% (1:20) and a shallower gradient
on approach to junctions, the minimum length of street required between Barlby Road and the
bridge deck is 212m. This imposes an eastern boundary on any location of a new bridge as shown on
drawing 1521/42/SK08. This eastern boundary would vary slightly depending on the final extent of
NR’s future operation land.

4.9 Trip Rate Assumptions
As described in Section 3.2, subsequent to the PBA study, WSP │ Parsons Brinkerhoﬀ undertook
surveys of the existing supermarket and an associated analysis of the effect on trip rates of enlarging
supermarkets on behalf of Sainsbury’s and Ballymore. This found that the likely growth in trips from
an enlarged supermarket would be substantially lower than the figures assumed by PBA. This
conclusion was reached based on the proposed supermarket being smaller than that assumed by
PBA, the survey results demonstrating fewer trips to the existing supermarket than assumed by PBA
6
7

CIHT, 2010: Manual for Streets 2 – Wider Application of Principles
DMRB Volume 6, Section 2, Part 6, TD 42/95 - Geometric Design Of Major/Minor Junctions
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and PBA adopting overly robust assumptions regarding the likely growth in trips as a result of an
enlarged supermarket. The disparity in trips assumed is set out in Table 2.

Table 2: Comparison of assumed additional trips generated by an enlarged supermarket

AM
PM

PBA
72
209

WSP
18
36

Difference
-54
-173

If the lower trip rates are adopted in relation to the enlarged supermarket the resultant reduction in
car driver trips creates the opportunity to approach the infrastructure requirements differently and
to generate a less heavily engineered highway environment, particularly on the North Pole Depot
site. This is considered in more detail in Section 5.0.

4.10 Urban Design and Planning Considerations
In order to determine the extent of developable land that can be achieved on the North Pole Depot
site a number of urban design and planning considerations have been taken into account when
considering the horizontal alignment and dimensions of the bridge approaches.

Overlooking
The North Pole Depot site is bounded to the south by low rise residential development. In order to
reduce inter visibility between existing and new residential dwellings to an acceptable degree it has
been assumed that at least 18m must be provided between buildings. This is consistent with
guidance set out in RBKC’s Local Plan. This is a factor in determining the volume of developable land
within the North Pole Depot site. The impact of this constraint on developable land within the North
Pole Depot site is shown on drawing 1521/42/SK09 in Appendix B.

Maintenance Access to the Network Rail Boundary
NR will require a maintenance access route along the boundary of the NR land. A 3m strip of land is
normally sufficient. The impact of this constraint on developable land with the North Pole Depot site
is shown on drawing 1521/42/SK09 in Appendix B.

Defensible Space
In new developments a defensible space between the street and building façade provides privacy to
new residents. The detailed form of this space would be determined through the development of
detailed designs but might include front gardens or light wells to provide daylight to a basement
level. A defensible space of 2m has been assumed in order to determine the effective width of the
street and therefore the impact the highway corridor has on developable land.

Connections to the South
In order to enhance the integration of the North Pole Depot site into the residential neighbourhoods
to the south a connection via Notting Barn Road should be integrated into all bridge location
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options. The relationship of this connection to the GWM bridge requires careful consideration given
the need to accommodate significant levels changes while creating a high quality public space.

Urban Form
In order to ensure the bridge approach structures are integrated successfully, it has been assumed
that the new street must be framed by active uses or, where the available width of the site narrows
significantly, landscaped open space. In the option where the bridge is to carry vehicles this means
that it will be lined by buildings and would be perceived by users as a street, rather than a bridge
approach. Where the bridge would be for pedestrians and cyclists only the transition between levels,
particularly north – south, must be dealt with sensitively and create high quality spaces that are
appropriately scaled to their environment. These issues are considered in more detail in Section 5.0.
The North Pole Depot site narrows at its centre, to around 40m, as it passes north of Sunbeam
Crescent, in this location it could prove challenging to provide development on both sides of the
road.
Should NR safeguard the additional strip of land, the width of this area of the site would be reduced
to around 23m. If this were to happen, given the need to accommodate a bus link to Old Oak
Common, this section would be unlikely to be developable and might therefore accommodate hard
or soft landscaped open space. In this scenario the land to the west of this gap may better be
considered as an extension of the existing residential area to the south.

4.11 Highway Constraints
Single Point of Access to Ladbroke Grove
The Canalside site has a single point of access onto the highway network via the Ladbroke Grove /
Canal Way roundabout, which is operating at capacity (see below). Without any highway
interventions this represents a constraint as the junction cannot accommodate additional
development traffic. Furthermore, a high density development with up to 3,000 new dwellings
should have a secondary means of emergency access.
The PBA report identified a series of highway interventions to overcome this constraint, including
the provision of a road bridge over the GWM. As discussed in Section 5.3 alternative proposals have
been considered that would resolve these constraints with a reduced level of highway infrastructure.
There are opportunities to provide additional vehicle accesses to the North Pole Deport site via
Webb Close and Sutton Way.

Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way junction
Based on the work undertaken by SDG the Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way junction is operating
overcapacity in both peaks, particularly on the northern arm of Ladbroke Grove, which carries the
highest volumes of traffic (40% of the total in the AM peak and 31% in the PM peak based on 2015
surveys commissioned by RBKC). Roundabout junctions do not operate efficiently when there are
imbalanced traffic flows as at this junction and therefore the performance of the junction is poor
and this is a key transport constraint on potential development.
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The performance issues at the junction are compounded by its close proximity to the Kensal Road
junction, which is around 16m north of the Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way junction. As noted above
the northern arm of the Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way junction operates over capacity and therefore
experiences the greatest levels of congestion and queueing, which can feedback to the Kensal Road
junction.
The roundabout arrangement does not provide any formal pedestrian crossing facilities and a very
poor level of service for cyclists. As the main gateway into any new development of the Canalside
site this junction would need to be significantly improved with formal pedestrian crossings provided
on all arms.
To address these issues the PBA study developed an alternative Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way
junction arrangement. This included a signalised four arm junction and the realignment of Kensal
Road. The scheme improved capacity, enhanced safety for cyclists, provided formal pedestrian
crossings and removed the potential for queuing back from Canal Way to Kensal Road. However, the
study found that this junction operated over capacity unless a number of traffic movements were
banned. This required the Canalside site to be connected via a bridge to the North Pole Depot site.
As noted in Section 3.2 the PBA design response is predicated on trip rate assumptions for the
supermarket that are likely to be overly robust. It is possible that with more realistic traffic flow
assumptions for the supermarket an alternative junction arrangement could be developed that
would accommodate all traffic generated by the Canalside site.
This is considered further in Section 5.0.

Barlby Road
In any GWM bridge scenario a new connection is required onto Barlby Road from the North Pole
Depot site. The PBA preferred option proposes that Barlby Road is realigned and a new four arm
signalised junction is provided at Ladbroke Grove. This design response was developed as a
secondary vehicle access was required to serve the Canalside site (i.e. via the GWM bridge) and
because the proposed Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way / Kensal Road junction would operate over
capacity without banned movements that would create an interdependency between the Canal Way
and Barlby Road junctions.
As noted in Section 3.2 this design response is predicated on trip rate assumptions for the
supermarket that are likely to be overly robust. As discussed above an alternative Ladbroke Grove /
Canal Way junction arrangement is suggested that may allow all Canalside traffic to be
accommodated to the north of the site, without the need to channel traffic via the North Pole
Depot. This would allow for a much simpler priority junction onto Barlby Road.
This is considered further in Section 5.0.

Connections to Old Oak Common
By 2041 it is envisaged that Old Oak Common will be completed, providing 55,000 new jobs and an
interchange to HS2. This will undoubtedly change travel patterns within north Kensington. In all
scenarios therefore the need to safeguard an east-west connection from Barlby Road through the
site to Scrubs Lane has been assumed. This link would become particularly important if there was no
Crossrail station on the Canalside site.
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4.12 Consents Required
A number of consents will be required in order to deliver a new crossing of the GWM. These fall into
three main categories: planning and highways, railway and utilities.
In terms of planning and highways the main requirements are the need to secure planning
permission for new development and the associated changes to the highway, along with an adoption
agreement for new streets where these are to be adopted. These consents would be secured from
RBKC as Local Planning Authority and Highway Authority.
The proposals for the new bridge structure over the railway, along with the building works within
close proximity to it, will require consent from Network Rail and this is likely to be via an Asset
Protection Agreement. The design of any works in these areas will need to be developed through the
Network Rail ‘GRIP’ process with technical reviews at key points.
Generally any works within 3m of the existing Thames Water sewer will need Thames Water
consent. This will enable them to assess the impact of the proposals on their infrastructure. Owing
to the scale of the sewer running under the site, it is likely that any strategy to divert the sewer
would require Thames Water to undertake the design and carry out the works under a S185 (Water
Industries Act 1991) agreement.

4.13 Constraints Summary
Drawing 1521/42/SK08 in Appendix B sets out the envelope within which a bridge could technically
be located taking into account the key constraints set out above. The dimensions of this envelope
are driven by the following:
•

The eastern locational constraint is imposed by the minimum horizontal distance required in
order to achieve an acceptable gradient for the new street from Barlby Road (see Section
4.8).

•

The rising tracks on the Engine and Carriage line impose an absolute western constraint (see
Section 4.3). Any bridge located further west of where the lines start to rise would need to
increase in height accordingly, further increasing the height of the ramp and length of the
associated approach structures required to meet it.

•

The boundary of the bridge proposed by Sainsbury’s (see Section 4.7) imposes the most
significant constraint on the location of a new bridge as it is set around 137m east of the
rising tracking of the Engine and Carriage line. This will result in steeper streets within the
North Pole Depot site and greater challenges with regards to accommodating Crossing and
aligning with existing north-south connections from the south (i.e. Notting Barns Road).
Consequently, the bridge options to be tested will be considered in relation to the smaller
envelope imposed by the Sainsbury’s boundary.
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5.0 Bridge Location Options
Taking into account the constraints set out in Section 4.0, three main bridge options are investigated
in more detail. These include:
•
•
•

Option A: The PBA preferred scheme;
Option B: An alternative road bridge; and
Option C: A pedestrian and cycle only bridge

Earlier studies have also identified alternative bridge locations. These are set out below, before the
main options are assessed.

5.1 Earlier Bridge Location Proposals
Three different bridge locations have previously been investigated by others, as shown in drawing
1521/42/SK10 in Appendix C. All options are for a road bridge.

Network Rail
This bridge location was identified as part of the work undertaken in testing the potential location
for a new Crossrail station. It is the most westerly bridge location identified in previous studies and is
located over the potential future location of Crossrail platforms. This location relates fairly well with
Notting Barn Road, which would provide access to existing residential neighbourhoods to the south.
In order to provide a bridge in this location the approach ramp from Barlby Road could be formed
with an average gradient of around 1:33.
This bridge falls within the technically feasible bridge location envelope but it is around 70m west of
the Sainsbury’s preferred western boundary.

Steer Davies Gleave Proposal
The SDG study located a bridge about 25m further east than the NR bridge location. This bridge was
proposed in order to improve accessibility to the Kensal Canalside site, provide a secondary vehicle
access and reduce congestion at the Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way junction. A road link could be
provided to this bridge with an average gradient of around 1:30.
This bridge falls within the technically feasible bridge location envelope but it is 45m west of the
Sainsbury’s preferred western boundary.

Peter Brett Associates Proposal
PBA’s preferred scheme positions the bridge in the easternmost location of the three previously
proposed options but remains approximately 18m to the west of the western boundary imposed by
the proposed Sainsbury’s. The bridge was located in accordance with the 2013 Allies and Morrison
masterplan.
This option is considered in more detail in Section 5.2.
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5.2 Option A: PBA Preferred Scheme
Bridge Location
The PBA bridge location falls approximately 18m to the west of the western boundary imposed by
the Sainsbury’s and about 18m to the east of the Crossrail station platforms indicated by NR (see
drawing 1521/42/SK11 in Appendix C). In order to fall within the identified bridge location envelope
a revised PBA option has also been tested (see drawing 1521/42/SK12 in Appendix C). Given the
scale of the highway infrastructure proposed and the location of the connection of the new street
within the North Pole Depot to Barlby Road neither of these options provide acceptable gradients
(see below). Therefore further locations have been identified, indicating where the PBA bridge
would need to be located in order to achieve a minimum 1:20 gradient, both with and without the
safeguarding of additional land by NR (see drawings 1521/42/SK13 &SK14).

Form of Bridge and Associated Highway Infrastructure
This bridge design option relates to the PBA scheme (see Appendix A). This allows for a road bridge
that accommodates all traffic and anticipates interdependency between the Ladbroke Grove / Canal
Way / Kensal Road and North Pole Depot / Barlby Road junctions. This bridge design option allows
for any of the bus routeing options described in Section 3.4 to be delivered (see Figure 4). The scale
of the road junction indicated in this option to provide access to the site from Barlby Road is
significant. As the gradient around this junction will need to be relatively flat, it will constrain the
locations at which it is possible for the road on the site to start to rise high enough to pass over the
railway.

Gradient
To form a ramp to a bridge in the PBA preferred location a minimum gradient of around 1:19 would
be achieved. As set out in drawings 1521/42/SK12 in Appendix C if the bridge were located within
the preferred bridge location envelope, the minimum gradient would increase to around 1:17. Due
to the steepness of the approach ramps in these arrangements neither is considered feasible.
In order to limit the gradient of the approach ramp to 1:20 with the road junctions proposed by PBA,
the location of the road bridge would need to move to the west as shown on drawings
1521/42/SK13 & SK14 in Appendix C.
If the NR operational land were to remain as existing, a bridge with acceptable gradients could be
located around 21m west of the preferred bridge location envelope and around 15m to the east of
the Crossrail Platform indicated by NR (drawing 1521/42/SK13).
If NR were to safeguard the additional strip of land, the location of the bridge would be pushed
further west, around 26m west of the preferred bridge location envelope and around 10m to the
east of the Crossrail platform indicated by NR (drawing 1521/42/SK14).

Vertical Alignment
Three indicative sections have been drawn within the North Pole Depot site for the PBA option that
achieves an acceptable street gradient. These sections indicate the vertical alignment of the new
street and illustrate how this design option relates to topography, neighbouring residential areas
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and the railway and how this relationship varies along the length of the new street. The sections and
section locations showing scenarios with and without NR safeguarding the additional strip are shown
in drawings 1521/42/SK15 and SK16 in Appendix C.
Section X-X
Section X-X shows the cross section of the street as it falls away to the west, away from the bridge.
The relationship to the properties on Shrewsbury Street is indicated, with the new street at around
8.5m above the adjoining garden level. The street would be set at around 3.5m above site ground
level at this location.
Based on the existing extent of operation NR land, the developable land parcel at either side of the
new street, based on the PBA road alignment, could be around 23m deep to the north and 10m
deep to the south. If NR were to safeguard the additional strip of land, the depth of the developable
land parcel to the north would reduce significantly to around 6m.
Section Y-Y
Section Y-Y shows the cross section of the street at the bridge deck level and illustrates the point at
which the new street is raised to its highest level in relation to surrounding land. The bridge lands at
6.5m above site ground level and 10.5m above the level of Notting Barn Road. This suggests that
building heights may need to be set at a lower level to the south of the site.
A key design challenge for Option A would be the resolution of the transition north-south from the
bridge landing to Notting Barn Road. Based on the PBA road alignment, this would need to be
accommodated within the 16m depth of land to the south of the street and would be taken up by a
staircase, along with a lift. The lift may be incorporated into an adjoining building or be a standalone
structure.
The opportunities to provide direct visual connectivity to the GWM bridge from Notting Barn Road is
limited in this alignment. However, the provision of wayfinding, including informal (for example the
placing of buildings and other landmarks) and formal (for example Legible London finger posts),
would need to be designed into any new connection at this location. The need to create a high
quality environment will be challenging given the limited space available at the end of Notting Barn
Road and the significant level change to be accommodated. The inclusion of additional land to the
south of the North Pole Depot site in the vicinity of Notting Barn Road would be beneficial.
To the north of the GWM the bridge would land around 2m above site level, and this level difference
would need to integrate into the proposed highway network, including any service access roads for
the supermarket.
Section Z-Z
Section Z-Z shows the cross section of the street as it falls away to the east, away from the bridge.
The relationship to the properties on Barlby Gardens is indicated, with the new street at around
6.5m above the adjoining garden level. The street would be set at around 3m above site ground level
at this location.
Based on the existing extent of operation NR land, the developable land parcel at either side of the
new street, could be around 25m deep to the north and 10m deep to the south based on the PBA
road alignment. If NR were to safeguard the additional strip of land, the depth of the developable
land parcel to the north would reduce significantly to around 14.5m.
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Developable Land
Drawings 1521/42/SK15 & SK16 in Appendix C show the impact that the PBA highway infrastructure
has on the developable area of the North Pole site. The total area of highway required is around
14,000m2. Based on the existing operational extents of NR land, and having taken into account
overlooking and NR access constraints, the total developable area of the North Pole Depot site could
be limited to around 45% of the overall site area8.
If NR were to safeguard the additional land the percentage of the site that could potentially be
developed would reduce to around 30%9.

Volume of Fill
The volume of fill required for Option A is dependent on the construction and phasing approach
adopted, as discussed in Section 6.0. Based on the vertical alignment of this option, as shown in
drawings 1521/42/SK13 & SK14 in Appendix C, and if it is assumed that the ramp structure would be
constructed independently and filled this could require in the order of 18,000m3 to 19,000m3 of fill
to form the ramp. If the general ground level on the site were raised to the level of the ramp to
enable development to take place from a single ground plane, this could require an additional
volume of fill in the region of between 38,000m3 and 52,000m3 depending on whether or not NR
safeguard the additional land.
In practice, as discussed in Section 6.0, it is unlikely that a straight fill option would be pursued.

5.3 Option B: Alternative Road Bridge
Bridge Location
Option B has been tested within the preferred bridge location envelope, as show in drawings
1521/42/SK17 & SK18 in Appendix D. The more modest scale of highway infrastructure and junction
with Barlby Road proposed allows this option to be delivered within this envelope with an
acceptable street gradient, as discussed below.
In this location the bridge is around 35m to the east of the Crossrail platform indicated by NR.

Form of Bridge and Associated Highway Infrastructure
This bridge design option assumes that a road bridge is provided over the GWM for bus access and
secondary emergency vehicle access only. It is assumed in this option that the traffic generated by
the Canalside site can be accommodated on the Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way junction and therefore
that the highway infrastructure requirements on the North Pole Depot are much reduced.
The assumption regarding the Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way junction is based on the lower
supermarket trip rates assumed as part of the work undertaken by WSP │ Parsons Brinkerhoﬀ
described in Section 4.9. Table 3 sets out the potential order of trips likely to be generated by a
redeveloped Canalside site assuming 3,000 homes and an enlarged supermarket, with adjusted trip
rate assumptions.
8
9

This estimation does not take into account any areas of land that may not be developable due to limited depth.
This estimation does not take into account any areas of land that may not be developable due to limited depth.
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Table 3: Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way traffic volumes

Baseline traffic (source: RBKC 2015
survey)
Development trips (source: PBA trip
rate and mode split assumptions)*
Enlarged supermarket trips (source:
WSP │Parsons Brinkerhoﬀ)
Total

AM
2,014

PM
2,165

221

150

18

36

2,253

2,351

*3,000 residential homes assumed, all additional non-residential trips assumed to be ancillary or
non-car borne
In order to test this option, a junction design has been investigated at the Ladbroke Grove / Canal
Way junction that is likely to be able to accommodate this volume of traffic. A three arm signalised
junction has been considered where Kensal Road is not realigned. This has multiple benefits,
including:
•
•

•

•
•

A simplified three arm junction that is more efficient than a four arm junction and therefore
provides greater capacity.
A signalised junction allows priority to be allocated to the heaviest traffic flows, helping to
minimise queueing on the northern arm of Ladbroke Grove and reducing interaction with
Kensal Road.
A simplified and more compact junction that could be located further south of Kensal Road
than the existing junction, allowing for greater storage between the two junctions,
minimising interaction between the junctions.
Pedestrian crossings on all arms.
No realignment of Kensal Road, allowing additional development land to come forward.

The indicative junction arrangement is shown in drawing 1521-42-SK19 in Appendix D. It should be
noted that this junction arrangement is shown for illustrative purposes only. Detailed modelling
analysis and design development would be required to demonstrate sufficient capacity could be
secured.
Based on the trip rate and car driver mode share assumptions set out in the PBA report, the car
driver trips generated by a 2,000 home scheme on the North Pole Depot site are provided in Table 4.

Table 4: North Pole Depot car driver trips

North Pole Depot

AM
147

PM
60

Based on survey information commissioned by RBKC in 2015 and provided in the PBA study, baseline
traffic volumes on Barlby Road are set out in Table 5.
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Table 5: Traffic volumes on Barlby Road

Eastbound
Westbound

AM
351
393

PM
347
304

The traffic volumes set out in Table 4 and Table 5 suggest that a simple priority junction would
provide sufficient capacity for a new access onto Barlby Road from the North Pole Depot site. In
practice the actual trips from the development might be lower than this as no distribution of trips via
alternative accesses to the south are assumed (i.e. via Webb Close or Sutton Way).
In this scenario a lower frequency of buses has been assumed, similar to the ‘do minimum’ option
described in Section 3.4. This provides a bus frequency of 15bph in each direction. This level of
frequency and the peak volumes of traffic set out in Table 4, indicate that a much more modest level
of highway infrastructure can be provided. A 12m street cross section is assumed, which provides for
a 6m carriageway and 3m footways. Specific cycle infrastructure is not considered necessary given
the relatively low traffic volumes.
An indicative junction arrangement is shown in drawing 1521-42-SK20 in Appendix D. It should be
noted that this junction arrangement is shown for illustrative purposes only. Detailed modelling
analysis and design development would be required to demonstrate sufficient capacity could be
secured and would need to consider a potential future link to the Old Oak Common development.
The broad transport strategy for this option is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Option B transport strategy

Vertical Alignment
Three sections have been drawn within the North Pole Depot site for Option B. These sections
indicate the vertical alignment of the new street and illustrate how this design option relates to
topography, neighbouring residential areas and the railway and how this relationship varies along
the length of the new street. The sections and section locations are show in drawings 1521/42/SK21
& SK22 in Appendix D.
The horizontal alignment of the street shown on the drawings is indicative and would need further
consideration both in relation to the proposed development and the existing buildings to the south.
Section X-X
Section X-X is shows the cross section of the street as it falls away to the west, away from the bridge.
The relationship to the properties on Shrewsbury Street is indicated, with the new street at around
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7m above the adjoining garden level. The street would be set at around 2m above site ground level
at this location.
Based on the existing extent of operation NR land, the developable land parcel at either side of the
new street could be around 21m deep to the north and 15m deep to the south. If NR were to
safeguard the 23m strip, the developable land parcel at either side of the new street could be
around 7m deep to the north and 12m deep to the south.

Section Y-Y
Section Y-Y shows the cross section of the street at the bridge deck level and shows the point at
which the new street is raised to its highest point in relation to surrounding land. As for Option A,
the bridge lands at 6.5m above site ground level and 10.5m above the level of Notting Barn Road.
This suggests that building heights may need to be set at a lower level to the south of the site.
The same challenges apply as for Option A, namely resolution of the transition north south from the
bridge landing to Notting Barn Road, the need to provide physical and visual connectivity to the
south and the challenge of creating a high quality environment given the limited space available at
the end of Notting Barn Road. As for Option A the bridge would land around 2m above site level to
the north of the GWM.
Section Z-Z
Section Z-Z shows the cross section of the street as it falls away to the east, away from the bridge.
The relationship to the properties on Barlby Gardens is indicated, with the new street at around 6m
above the adjoining garden level. The street would be set at around 2.5m above site ground level at
this location.
Based on the existing extent of operation NR land, the developable land parcel at either side of the
new street could be around 23m deep to the north and 13m deep to the south. If NR were to
safeguard the additional strip, the developable land parcel at either side of the new street could be
around 13m deep to the north and 13m deep to the south.

Gradient
With the bridge in the location shown in drawing 1521/42/SK17 & SK18 in Appendix D a minimum
gradient in the new street of around 1:24 could be achieved assuming the NR operational land
remained as existing. If NR were to safeguard the additional land the minimum gradient of the new
street would increase to around 1:22. Both these scenarios are consistent with the standards set out
in Section 4.8.

Developable Land
Drawings 1521/42/SK21 & SK22 in Appendix D shows that Option B has on the developable area of
the North Pole site. The total area of highway required is around 10,000m2. Having taken into
account overlooking and NR access constraints, around 51%10 of the total area on the North Pole
Depot site might be developable assuming the extent of NR operational land remains as existing. If
10

This estimation does not take into account any areas of land that may not be developable due to limited depth.
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NR were to safeguard the additional land, the percentage of land on the North Pole Depot site which
might be developable would reduce to around 39%11.

Volume of Fill
Owing to the narrower road in this option if a strategy was adopted to raise only the carriageway
and footway in order form the ramp there could be a modest reduction in the volume of fill
required. If the whole site was to be raised a similar volume of fill to that considered in Option A
would be required. (see Section 5.2).

5.4 Option C: Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge
Bridge Location
Option C has been tested within the preferred bridge location envelope, as show in drawing
1521/42/SK23 & SK24 in Appendix E. The more modest scale of highway infrastructure proposed
allows this option to be delivered within this envelope with an acceptable street gradient, as
discussed below.
In this location the bridge is around 35m to the east of the Crossrail platform indicated by NR.

Form of Bridge and Associated Highway Infrastructure
Option C assumes that a pedestrian and cycle only bridge is provided over the GWM. As for Option B
it is assumed that the traffic generated by the Canalside site can be accommodated on the Ladbroke
Grove / Canal Way junction and therefore that the highway infrastructure requirements on the
North Pole Depot are much reduced.
As no secondary vehicle access is provided to the Canalside site via the GWM bridge in this option, a
revised design has been investigated at the Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way junction that allows for a
second emergency access to be provided. The indicative junction arrangement is shown on Drawing
1521/42/SK25 in Appendix E. It should be noted that this junction arrangement is shown for
illustrative purposes and that detailed modelling analysis and design development would be
required to demonstrate sufficient capacity could be secured.
As with Option B, a 12m street cross section is assumed, which provides for a 6m carriageway and
3m footways. Specific cycle infrastructure is not considered necessary given the relatively low traffic
volumes identified in Table 4. A simple priority junction is proposed for Barlby Road
The broad transport strategy for this option is shown in Figure 12. The GWM bridge would provide
access to bus stops on the Canalside site. It is likely that buses would turn within the Canalside site in
order to serve the new residential dwellings, supermarket and Crossrail. Stops would be located to
the north of the bridge and a five minute walk distance (400m) from the indicative bus stop location
is shown in Figure 12.
The GWM bridge would contribute to improved PTAL on the North Pole Depot site through
providing access to bus services within 640m (an eight minute walk) and to Crossrail. The addition of

11

This estimation does not take into account any areas of land that may not be developable due to limited depth.
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a bus service through the site to Scrubs Lane would further enhancement PTAL and provide
improved connections for the wider area to the Old Oak Common development.

Figure 12: Option C transport strategy

Vertical Alignment
Three sections have been drawn within the North Pole Depot site for Option C. These sections
indicate the vertical alignment of the new street and illustrate how this design option relates to
topography, neighbouring residential areas and the railway and how this relationship varies along
the length of the new street. The sections and section locations are show in drawings 1521/42/SK27
& SK28 in Appendix E.
The horizontal alignment of the street shown on the drawings is indicative and would need further
consideration both in relation to the proposed development and the existing buildings to the south.
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Section X-X
Section X-X shows the cross section of the street to the west of the bridge. Option C assumes limited
change to the ground level in the North Pole Depot site and therefore there are only modest
changes to the relationship between ground level on the site properties on Shrewsbury Street. The
developable land parcel at either side of the new street would be the same as for option B.

Section Y-Y
Section Y-Y shows the cross section of the street at the bridge deck level. The ground level within the
site is raised by around 1 to 2m in order to minimise the amount of cut required at the eastern end
of the site to achieve an acceptable street gradient.
As for Option A and B, the bridge lands at around 6.5m above site ground level and around 10.5m
above the level of Notting Barn Road. In this option, the 5.5m level change between the bridge deck
and the site ground level is accommodated within the depth of the building footprint. Through only
having to accommodate a pedestrian and cycle connection, there is the opportunity to
accommodate a lift within buildings and to integrate the staircase into the public realm. A much
more generous public space between the road and the bridge could be provided if NR do not
safeguard any additional land.
The 5m level change between the new site level and Notting Barn Road would be accommodated
within the depth of site to the south of the road and could be taken up by a staircase along with a
lift.
The ability to accommodate the level change between the bridge deck height and ground level at
Notting Barn Road in two stages (i.e. north and south of the new street) provides greater flexibility
than in Options A or B and reduces the necessity of one significant level change that may be difficult
to accommodate satisfactorily in urban terms.
As for Option A the bridge would land 2m above site level to the north of the GWM.
Section Z-Z
Section Z-Z shows the cross section of the street as it falls away to the east, away from the bridge.
The relationship to the properties on Barlby Gardens is indicated, with the new street at a similar
level to the existing site. The developable land parcel at either side of the new street would be as set
out for option B.
As the levels on the site would not need to be significantly changed from existing, this option would
offer a significant reduction in infrastructure costs in comparison to Options A and B.

Gradient
With the bridge in the location shown in drawings 1521/42/SK24 & SK25 in Appendix E a maximum
gradient of around 1:50 would be achieved in the new street. This is consistent with the standards
set out in Section 4.8.
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Developable Land
Drawing 1521/42/SK26 & SK27 in Appendix E shows that as with option B The total area of highway
required would be around 10000m2.
Having taken into account overlooking and NR access constraints, around 51%12 of the total area on
the North Pole Depot site might be developable assuming the extent of NR operational land remains
as existing. If NR were to safeguard the additional land, the percentage of land on the North Pole
Depot site which might be developable would reduce to around 39%13.

Volume of Fill
Option C does not result in any significant raising of the land on the North Pole Depot site.

5.5 Summary of Options
Option A and B both provide a road connection over the GWM and therefore both entail significant
changes to ground levels within the North Pole Depot in order to accommodate the required
approach ramps. This brings with it complexity in terms of construction and phasing of development
as well additional costs in comparison to Option C. The need to raise the street to meet the bridge
deck also creates additional challenges in terms of accommodating the level change between the
street and Notting Barn Road.
The need to accommodate the large scale highway infrastructure within Option A constraints the
locations of the junction to Barlby Road and in turn produces steeper gradients, a reduction in
developable land and means that Option A cannot be delivered within the western boundary
identified by Sainsbury’s. As this option also requires the realignment of Kensal Road and Barlby
Road, along with the associated acquisition of third party land, the associated costs of Option A
would be higher than Options B and C.
The benefits of Options A and B in comparison to Option C include the ability to better serve the
North Pole Depot site with buses and the provision of a second entrance to the Canalside site away
from the existing site access. Option A provides greater flexibility in terms of managing traffic
demand, reducing the burden on the Ladbroke Grove / Canal Way junction.
As Option C does not provide a road bridge over the GWM, it does not require any significant raising
of site levels on the North Pole Depot site, which would make it significantly cheaper to deliver than
Options A and B. Construction logistics would also be significantly simplified in this option as levels
remain broadly as existing, creating more options for phasing. As for Option B the associated
highway infrastructure is reduced in comparison to Option A. Option C would rely on improved bus
connections and a Crossrail station on the Canalside site in order to improve public transport
accessibility. The provision of a bus through the site to Scrubs Lane and Old Oak Lane would be
possible in the longer term.
The ability in Option C to accommodate the north south levels change in two stages (i.e. to the north
and south of the new street) presents more options in terms of the arrangement of stairs and lifts

12
13

This estimation does not take into account any areas of land that may not be developable due to limited depth.
This estimation does not take into account any areas of land that may not be developable due to limited depth.
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and offers the potential to more successfully integrate the site with the residential neighbourhoods
to the south.
For all these options, the extent of developable land would be significantly reduced if NR were to
safeguard the wider rail corridor.
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6.0 Construction & Phasing
In order to provide the ramped road access discussed in Options A and B, significant infrastructure
works will be required. Drawing 1521/42/SK28 in Appendix F summarises three potential strategies
that could be adopted to form the ramp.

Option 1 - Construct the road independently on a retained embankment.
With this strategy the footway and carriageway would be constructed independently of the
individual development plots. Vertical retaining walls at the edges of the footways would
retain fill material to the required level. In order to reduce the scale of the retaining walls a
light-weight structural fill could be used instead of conventional fill. Owing to the reduced
weight this would limit the risk of settlement of the underlying soils.
However, constructing the raised ramp in isolation would introduce constraints in the
construction of the adjacent buildings. The buildings would probably have to be built
sequentially from the bridge location, with all materials delivered from the raised road. If NR
were to safeguard the additional strip of land, these constraints would be significantly
increased.
Option 2 - Raise the whole width of the site on an embankment.
The whole site would be raised to the required ramp level as an initial phase of construction.
Owing to the narrowness of the site, a retained embankment would probably be required.
In order to reduce the weight of the embankment and reduce the risk of settlement of the
underlying soils as well as reduce the scale of the retaining structures required, a light
weight fill could be used to raise levels instead of a heavier conventional fill.
This strategy would require several times more fill than option (ii) below which would have
significant cost implications.
Once the embankment is built up, the individual development plots would have a level
access from the road for construction to take place. However, the use of light weight fill
would present some constraints on the design of the foundations to the proposed buildings
and would likely limit their overall height.
Option 3 - Construct the road on a viaduct structure.
A potential variation on either option A or B could be to raise levels on the site on a new
viaduct structure. Although this would be likely to be more expensive the space below the
ramp could be made use of. However, it would require the design of the residential blocks to
be brought forward to inform the design of the viaduct structure.
These options are highlighted in drawing 1521/42/SK14.
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In terms of service diversions the existing Thames Water sewer is likely to present the most
significant constraint in terms of construction and phasing. Further discussions would be required
with Thames Water and Network Rail to agree a suitable strategy for diverting or building over the
existing sewer. Owing to the size of sewer the approvals process and on site diversion works could
take a relatively long time. Depending on a final diversion strategy these works would probably need
to take place before any significant construction works take place on the NorthPole site.
In order to install the bridge, it could be constructed on either the Canalside or North Pole Depot site
before being slid out over the railway onto the new abutments and intermediate supports. If NR
were to safeguard the additional strip of land on the canalside site, the span of the bridge over the
railway would need to be in the order of 75m. As the width on the North Pole Depot site in this
scenario would only be around 50m it might be preferable to construct the and install the bridge
from the larger Canal Side site in this scenario.
This would need to be integrated into the overall development phasing and coordinated with the
track widening works that NR are considering on the northern side of the cutting. The location of any
intermediate bridge support within the track bed would also need to be agreed with NR.
If a foot / cycle bridge option were taken forward it is possible that a lighter bridge structure could
be lifted in with large cranes, potentially simplifying the construction.
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7.0 Conclusion and Next Steps
The Kensal Canalside Opportunity Area has the potential to deliver a significant number of new
homes, as well as dramatically improving connectivity of the wider area through the provision of a
new Crossrail station. As identified in previous reports there are significant transport challenges that
need to be overcome in order for the potential of the site to be unlocked.
This study has developed the work undertaken by ABA in 2013 with regards to potential bridge
locations and provides greater detail regarding the potential location of a new bridge, the layout of
the approach ramps, as well as the function of the bridge.

7.1 Key Conclusions
The North Pole Depot site is a narrow site and the potential further safeguarding of land by NR
would significantly reduce the developable land area. The road bridge options reviewed place a
further constraint on the ability to develop the site due to the technical challenges and cost of
providing the associated ramp structures. A pedestrian and cycle bridge significantly reduces these
costs and allows for simpler phasing of development.
The form of the masterplan for the Canalside site, in particular the location of a new supermarket,
has a substantial impact on the feasible range within which any new bridge can be located. It also
impacts on the ability of the bridge to relate well to any new Crossrail station. The need to maintain
a reasonable gradient on the bridge approach structure within the North Pole Depot site imposes a
further significant constraint. As a result of the highway infrastructure requirements of the PBA
preferred option an acceptable gradient cannot be achieved. Option B that provides more modest
highway infrastructure and Option C, that provides a pedestrian and cycle bridge over the GWM, do
achieve acceptable gradients and can be delivered.
Options B & C generate a greater area for development due to the reduced scale of the highways. As
the highway for option C remains largely at grade, and only a pedestrian / cycle bridge would be
required, the infrastructure costs for this option would be significantly less than the other options
considered.
If NR were to safeguard the additional land, the developable area on the North Pole Depot site
would be significantly reduced. In this scenario it is questionable whether it would be viable to
develop the North Pole Depot site with a full highway access given the additional costs and land take
that this entails.
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7.2 Next Steps
A number of key constraints need to be finalised in order to move towards a preferred bridge option
and to allow the testing of viable development options for the North Pole Depot site. These include
the width of the rail corridor to be safeguarded by NR and therefore the extent of developable land,
the location of the new Crossrail station and associated track and the Canalside masterplan, in
particular the location of a new supermarket.
The assumptions underpinning the PBA preferred option should be interrogated in more detail and
the potential for a less engineered highway approach should be tested in highway and accessibility
terms. In particular an option that does not provide any road connections across the GWM should be
investigated as such an approach would significantly reduce the cost of infrastructure required to
develop Kensal Canalside, simplifying construction phasing and improving the ease integration of
development with existing residential neighbourhoods to the south.
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1.0 Introduction

1.0
Introduction
Alan Baxter Ltd has been appointed by the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea (RBKC) to
undertake a study of options for the location of a planned bridge over the Great Western Mainline
(GWM) and its associated approach structures. The bridge will link the Canalside site to the north of
the tracks with the North Pole Depot site to the south and must accommodate the significant levels
changes between the two sites.
The Canalside and North Pole Depot sites together form the Kensal Canalside Opportunity
Area, which has a housing allocation of 3,500 homes within the London Plan. The London Plan
acknowledges that to achieve this quantum of development public transport accessibility must be
improved and the barrier posed by the railway addressed in order to fully integrate development
into existing neighbourhoods.
Alan Baxter’s report dated August 2018 defined a corridor for the location of a new bridge over the
railway responding to the constraints imposed by the site topography, Network Rail constraints
and the outline masterplan proposals for the Canalside site. 3 different scenarios for the bridge
were considered: Option A provided full vehicular access over the railway, the bridge provided
with Option B was limited to bus and emergency access allowing a reduced scale of new highways
infrastructure. Option C provided a pedestrian and cycle bridge only avoiding the need for any
significant raising of site levels on the North Pole Depot site.
RBKC subsequently requested a further option be considered as a variant to Option B, referred to as
Option B1 in this addendum, with the new bridge crossing positioned further to the west to suit the
natural pedestrian desire line from Notting Barn Road to the south and the location of the potential
Crossrail station (as considered on Network Rail drawing No. 154277-NWR-SKE-EMG-000005),
disregarding any previous constraints from the outline masterplan proposals for the Canalside site
to the north. The ramped highway access for the bridge crossing for this option is from the west
to avoid the need for any significant change to site levels to the east of the bridge creating better
development opportunities on the eastern part of the site.
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The basis for this further option was agreed with RBKC as follows:
•

Spine road to be aligned to the southern boundary of NPD with all development to the north in
line with the latest requirements from DfT.

•

Southern boundary to have a new retaining structure to address the existing level difference
south of NPD, with a boundary landscaping strip of approx. 4m.

•

Spine road alignment to accommodate step / ramp transition up from Notting Barn Road, with
associated local widening of the landscape zone.

•

Vehicle access ramp to have 1:12.5 gradient, aligned parallel to the rail boundary, with a wider
bridge over the railway to accommodate buses turning onto and off the bridge. The bridge is to
have a separate lift and stair access for cycles and pedestrians.

•

Junction between base of ramp and spine road to be signalised to limit the size of junction
required to accommodate bus turning.

RBKC wished to establish the impact on the potential extent of developable area associated with
the provision of the ramped vehicular access to this new bridge, in comparison to a similar layout
with just a cycle and pedestrian bridge with lift and stair access. This comparison option is a revised
Option C, referred to as Option C1 in this addendum.
The overall site constraints, movement, connectivity issues and previous options are all described in
our earlier reports and are not restated in this addendum report which only considers specific issues
relevant to this further option.
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2.0 Bridge Location

2.0
Bridge Location
The position of the new bridge crossing over the railway is governed by the following:
•

The natural desire line, connections and visibility from Notting Barn Road

•

The location of the potential Crossrail station

•

Existing incline of railway

2.1

Approach from Notting Barn Road

The bridge crossing needs to be visible from the junction to Notting Barn Road and Barlby Road.
There is a small window from this viewpoint where the bridge crossing will be visible relating to the
natural desire line for a pedestrians and cyclists from Notting Barn Road travelling north towards
the railway. The pedestrian/cycle connections up to the bridge and the access to these connections
are located along this desire line.
A landscaped arrangement of steps and ramps has been assumed to address the level difference of
approximately 4 metres between the North Pole Depot site and Notting Barn Road.

2.2

Railway Incline

The existing tracks begin to rise at a point on the west side of the development to meet the Engine
and Carriage Line Bridge. The bridge crossing should not be located any further west than this point
to avoid increasing the level of the bridge further to maintain clearance requirements defined by
Network Rail.
The centre line of the suggested location for the bridge is approximately 18m to the west of the
putative western edge of the Crossrail station. The position and arrangement of the proposed
bridge are shown on drawing 1521/42/SKA01.
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3.0
Option B1
3.1

Horizontal Alignment

The overall arrangement of Option B1 is shown on drawing 1521/42/SKA02.
The spine road through the proposed development is positioned adjacent to the southern
boundary of the site with all development assumed to be between the spine road and the rail
corridor. A new retaining wall structure has been assumed along the length of the spine road to
enable the full width of the site to be used.
A signalised junction provides access for buses and emergency vehicles onto a ramped approach
up to the new bridge crossing the railway. The junction is arranged assuming tracking by vehicles
over its full width to limit its scale.
The ramped approach is positioned adjacent to the Network Rail boundary to give the largest
potential area to the south of the access viaduct that could be used for development, with a
minimum 3m wide maintenance zone between the ramp and the Network Rail boundary. The
proximity of the ramp to the Network Rail boundary requires a wider bridge over the railway than
for the previous option B to provide sufficient space for buses to turn onto and off the bridge.
A 12m street cross section to provide a 6m carriageway and 3m foot/cycleway has been assumed
for the spine road as for the previous options B and C. A foot/cycleway is only provided on the south
side of the ramped access. This limits the width required for the ramp.
A viaduct construction is assumed for the ramped access. The space below parts of the viaduct
could be used for retail/commercial development, in a similar way to railway arches.
The bridge structure over the railway will have a deck that is approximately 20m wide. This
broad bridge deck offers place making potential that could serve to marry the two sides of the
opportunity area together.
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3.2

Vertical Alignment

The ramped access to the proposed bridge has a 1:12.5 gradient as a desirable maximum for
vehicles, with alternative cycle and pedestrian access available via lift and stairs.
The length of the ramp allows for shallower gradients approaching the junction at the lower end of
the ramp and the bridge crossing at the upper end of the ramp.
Vertical sections shown on drawings 1521/42/SKA02 and A03 indicate the vertical alignment of
the ramped access and illustrate how this design option relates to topography, neighbouring
residential areas and the railway.

Sections A-A, B-B and C-C
These show the elevation of the ramp structure as it rises from west to east up to the bridge
crossing and indicative sections across the site. The ramp structure has been assumed to start at
approximately 24.0mAOD with the upper level tying into the proposed bridge crossing at a level
of 31.5mAOD. There is potential for development to extend beneath the ramp structure where
headroom permits.

Sections D-D and E-E
These sections illustrate the access route from Notting Barn Road up to the new bridge crossing,
and the typical zone for development between the spine road and rail boundary.
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4.0 Developable Land

4.0
Developable Land
Option B1 includes approximately 11,500m² of highway for the spine road and ramp with a
1:12.5 gradient. The area of highway required is slightly higher than the 10,000m² required for
Option B due to the additional highway infrastructure for the separate ramped access up to the
bridge crossing.
Positioning the spine road to the southern boundary increases the potential developable area, to
approximately 55% of the total area of the North Pole Depot. As this zone is up to around 45m deep
set to the north of the spine road, careful consideration of development layouts will be needed to
create a good urban design layout.
Site levels east of the new bridge crossing would remain approximately as existing, with fewer
constraints on development and lower infrastructure costs.
The developable area is reduced to the west of the bridge due to the switch back road alignment
for the access ramp. However, there is potential for some development below the viaduct where
headroom permits (similar to railway arches). Development at the western end of the site could
provide pedestrian and cycle access from Sutton Way to provide additional connectivity.
The overall developable area would increase to approximately 60% of the site area without the
vehicle access ramp (Option C1).
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5.0 Construction

5.0
Construction
Constructability considerations for the new bridge over the railway are as described in the
main report, with the new bridge deck assumed to be constructed on either the Canalside or
North Depot site before being slid out during railway possessions over the railway onto the
new abutments and any intermediate supports. These works would need coordinating with the
development phasing, any track widening works and the Crossrail station proposals.
The ramped viaduct approach would be constructed from within the North Depot site, and
could be a steel or concrete framed viaduct structure. Piled foundations are likely to suit the
ground conditions. The construction methodology would need to be agreed with NR to reflect
the proximity to the railway boundary and may require some works to be undertaken during
possessions. This could be coordinated with the possessions required for the new bridge crossing.
A new retaining structure will be required along the southern side of the site. The scale, form and
extent of this will depend upon the levels and profile of the boundary landscaping zone.
The construction methodology assumed for the previous option B was based upon the
construction of retained embankments to ramp up the road, or the full width of the site to
provide access to the new bridge over the railway from both the east and western ends of the
development site.
Option B1 considered in this addendum only requires a ramped access from the west which will
require a reduced scope of construction to enable the site.
As discussed in the main report, the existing Thames Water sewer is likely to present the most
significant utilities constraint in terms of construction and phasing. Further discussions would be
required with Thames Water and Network Rail to agree a suitable strategy for diverting or building
over the existing sewer. Owing to the size of sewer the approvals process and on site diversion
works could take a relatively long time. Depending on a final diversion strategy these works
would probably need to take place before any significant construction works take place on the
North Pole site.
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6.0 Costs

6.0
Costs
The outline costs included in the 2013 report were in the order of £11m - £12.5m for the new
bridge over the railway, and £13m - £16.5m for raising the site levels with the necessary retaining
structures. A further £4m - £5m was identified for the potential diversion costs for the Thames
Water Sewer.
For option B1 the costs for the new bridge over the railway are likely to be slightly higher to
reflect the increased width of the bridge deck. The overall length of the ramped approach viaduct
structure to the bridge for this option would be less than half the length of the ramps considered
for previous options A and B, and although a more expensive form of construction, should be less
costly than the extensive retained embankments required in the previous options. Option B1 will
also have the cost of the southern perimeter retaining structure.
In overall terms, it seems unlikely that there would be a significant difference in the costs between
this Option B1, and the options considered in the previous reports. More detailed cost comparisons
could be undertaken to consider this further.
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7.0 Conclusion

7.0
Conclusion
Whilst Options B1 would provide for a slightly reduced overall area of developable land than that
provided by the previous Option B, it would generate a larger developable area in the eastern
part of the site than for the previous options considered and without any significant change in
site levels.
The necessary highways layout and ramped approach to the bridge would result in a reduced
developable area to the west of the new bridge but with some potential to develop the area
beneath the ramped viaduct.
Removing the ramped access (Option C1) would increase the potentially developable area by
around 2000m2, with a larger developable area to the west of the bridge crossing.
Careful consideration of development layouts will be required to relate to the southern spine road
alignment, compared to the central street considered in the previous options.
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